
Studies of Template-Based AND Machine Learning Photometric Typing 

(and SNcc simulations) 

 

Steve Kuhlmann plus many others noted later… 

 

 

 

 

 

PSNID-like typing with more templates: DES sim and SDSS data 

 

 Random Forest Machine Learning on DES sims 

 

Core Collapse Simulation Systematics from Li+ (2011) 

 

 

 

 

 

    



PSNID-like typing with more templates 

 
Led by Loyola University undergrads Leia Asimacopoulos, Stephen 

Londo, and Joey Macaluso (and supervisor John Cunningham)  

 

Input 43 SNANA core-collapse templates into SNCosmo,                         

plus 2 “built-in” templates for 45 total 

 

DES 5-year simulation and Campbell-like SNIa cuts  

(180 SNcc pass cuts) 

 

Using 8 PSNID templates 120 still prefer SNIa model 

 

Using 45 SNcc templates 27 still prefer SNIa model 

 
(of course 43/45 templates same as simulation)  

 

  



SDSS data fit to SNANA 16 non-SDSS templates 

 

Only 1 of these 6 pass the SALT fit_prob>0.1 cut,  

and that one SN barely passes 1 epoch < t0 cut. 

 

Also,  if all 45 templates were used 6 SNe            

drops to 4 typed as SNIa, not a big change 

 

382 SNIa 



Random Forest Machine Learning for Photometric Typing 

 

SK,  Camille Liotine (student), Eve Kovacs,  Ravi Gupta 

 

 

Start with Ravi’s SNhost-matching paper Random Forest parameters 

 

Only train on SNIa-like core collapse                                           

(SALT fit prob. > 0.01, removes 70% of SNCC) 

(2 filters with SNR>5) 

 

Use 40 seasons of core collapse simulation and assume a host specZ  

(training and validation each ~3200 with ~50/50 SNIa/SNCC) 

 

Features available so far:  SALT parameters and fit prob., z,    

colors fit various ways, non-SALT function  

 

 

 

 

    



After SALT fit prob>0.01 cut  (spike at zero 7000 SNe high on left plot without cut) 

(also  1 epoch < t0,  and 1 epoch > t0+10) 



3 features:  fit_prob, x1, c  

(97.0% purity at 95% efficiency) 

4 features:  fit_prob, x1, c, z  

(97.2% purity at 95% efficiency) 

 

Training takes 10 seconds!                                                                                         

(easy to repeat with multiple SNR preselection, shown later) 



More features… 

 



7 features:  fit_prob, x1, c, z, t0error, x1error, cerror                                                           

(98.3% purity at 95% efficiency) 

 

Cross-validation studies (splitting up sample 5 ways) gives ~0.3% RMS scatter  purity 

 Feature importances: 

 

 fit_pr   0.246299 

       c   0.244877 

t0_err    0.14104 

     x1    0.13538 

      z  0.0842792 

  c_err   0.080461 

 x1_err  0.0676644 



NOW WITH 3 filters SNR>5 INSTEAD OF 2 filters                                                          

(to compare with Rick,  but different definitions of efficiency) 

 

7 features:  fit_prob, x1, c, z, t0error, x1error, cerror                                                           

(98.1% purity at 98% efficiency,  99.4% purity at 95% efficiency) 

 



Example features to be added soon…   This is the difference in peak colors 

between a SALT multi-band griz fit (normal)  and fitting each band individually 

 



The “raw” distributions from the previous slide…  (before subtracting) 



Eve opened the black box a bit with tree graphs and contour plots 

(next slides) 



Classifier probability contours:   

+SNIa data upper right,                  

+SNCC on bottom plot 



Default 100 trees and 

min_samples_split=5 

1 tree and min_samples_split=5 100 trees and min_samples_split=500 



Simulation Study of some Core Collapse Systematics 

 
Led by Jeff Duggan (former student) and John Cunningham at Loyola,             

major contributions from Eve Kovacs and Rahul Biswas 

 

Mean Brightness and RMS and Errors from Li et al 2011 
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Default Simulations tuned to these values 
Increasing RMS by 1 standard 

deviation largest effect on 

purity,  larger than increasing 

mean brightness 



 

 
Doubling is 4-sigma shift 

compared to SNLS quoted 

error in SNcc normalization. 

 

SNcc shape versus redshift 

is set by star formation rate,  

what is the uncertainty? 



0.4 mag shift is ~2 sigma in Li+ (2011) errors 
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Default DES 5-year Simulation 71 SNcc passing simple cuts 

Increase Mean Brightness by Li(2011)  1-sigma 104 SNcc (+44%) 

Increase RMS Brightness scatter by Li(2011) 1-sigma 126 SNcc (+78%) 

Simulation Study of some Core Collapse Systematics 

 
 

 

Variations from Li et al 2011 



 

 

Full table is the number of SNcc in 

5-year DES simulation passing 

simple SNIa cuts (Campbell-like) 



 

 

Numbers on the side are those 

passing all selection cuts in 

PANSTARRS (top 5 templates) 
42 

22 

17 

16 

13 

Full table is the number of SNcc in 

5-year DES simulation passing 

simple SNIa cuts (Campbell-like) 

? 



 

 



 

 

Discussion starter I: 

Our current templates are very different from Li+ (2011)…   



Discussion starter 2 (following David’s last light curve):     

 

There have been rumors that maybe spectral typing of templates had mistake(s). 

 

     Perhaps it’s more likely  IIP <--> IIL  due to limited timeframe light-curves? 



Discussion starter 3:   Machine Learning features that depend on brightness                    

(not currently used by us),  can they be made “safe”? 



Backup slides… 

 



 

 


